S E R I E S C ATA L O G U E

C & G

Shavings Collection System

Safety Precautions
WARNINGS
Wear working clothes suitable for the operation. In particular, eye protection equipment must be worn to prevent shavings from
getting into your eyes.
Prepare the working environment before starting the job. Be careful to consider safety when working in high places, being
close to inflammable materials, in dark places, in rain, in wet place, on scaffolding. Consider falling, fires, electric shock, etc.
Be sure to check if there are any defects in the product before use. Never use the product if it has any defect.
Be sure to turn off the main switch of the drill and disconnect the power supply plug from the socket before attaching and
detaching the product.
Do not touch the product, the shavings, or the drilled surface by hand because they may be hot by drilling friction.
Never remodel or modify the product.
Do not touch moving parts, especially the drill tip or blades.
When you feel anything unusual in use, stop using the product and inspect it as well as the electrical drill.
When using the product for any other application than is specified, be sure to contact UNIKA.
Carefully read the instruction manual of the electrical drill used before using the product.

CAUTION
Do not allow any person other than the working staff to enter the working place.
Do not touch the blades by hand because they are very sharp.
Please read handling description well when changing and assembling.
Use spare parts that comply with the product specification.
The product and its size must be appropriate for the specification of the electrical drill used.

The products carried by this catalog, specifications, etc. may be changed without preliminary announcement .
The products carried in this catalog may be different in color than the actual item.
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C&G
Shavings Collection System

Q bit UX
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An example of
application

Q bit UX

QSX Type
(SDS shank)

Q bit UX

QHX Type
(HEX shank)

Q bit UX

QMX Type
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C&G

(SDS-max shank)
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The C&G Series is UNIKA's newest product series proposal designed with
the objective of realizing an ideal work site environment for the future from
the standpoint of a manufacturer of advanced tools, particularly by
developing products that provide a “clean and comfortable environment for
workers and the people around them.”
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Shavings
Collection System

Hammering

Rotation

No Shavings! Easier Working!
It is thought that shavings are inevitable to drilling work, but
our new type "Q Bit" has put an end to such a concept. This
Q Bit draws in concrete shavings very powerfully while
drilling. It ensures the user a comfortable and clean
working environment, free from shavings from drilling.
The efficient Shaving Collection System with no friction loss
allows most of the shavings produced to be drawn in.
Operating efficiency greatly improved by simplified cleaning
in the holes for anchor bolt installations. Prevents
deterioration of anchor adhesiveness and coming out due
to the omission of cleaning inside holes.
*This product is only for the dry type. This product cannot be
used in water or in highly damp places.
*Turn on the vacuum cleaner before you start the drilling.

STEEL DECK PLATE + CONCRETE
BLOCK / BRICK
MORTAR

UNIKA Hose
Wire reinforced durable hose.
(Outside diameter 16 mm x Inside diameter 10 mm)
*Use UNIKA hose to ensure shaving collection.

C&G

To the dust
collector

One-piece structure
from the shank to the bit tip

Intake Hole

The Q-bit does not require connection of two sections like assembly type drill
bits. Being one solid piece, it enables efficient transfer of the hammering
impact and the spinning force of the motor to the bit tip without any loss.

Shavings are drawn in
from here.

Spiral-less
Shavings generated during drilling are drawn in from the tip of
the drill bit and discharged. There fore, the spiral, which was
conventionally used in drilling, has become unnecessary.
In addition, hole scratches inside the wall by shavings
discharged through the bit spirals no longer occur.
This is a new design for concrete drills.

*This product is only for the dry
type. This product cannot be
used in water or in highly damp
places.
*Turn on the vacuum cleaner
before you start the drilling.

Shavings collection system outline

Q bit UX

Q Adaptor
Turn on the vacuum cleaner before
you start the drilling.

HEX shank
Q-ADP-L1
Hammer Drill

SDS-max shank

Socket

SDS-max
Hammer Drill

SDS shank

Maximum vacuum capacity 1000 mmAq and over.

HITACHI

Q-ADP-S
HITACH Type
SDS-plus
Hammer Drill

MAKITA

MAKITA Type

Hose fastening plate

Hose Holder
*To be attached to a hammer drill to
prevent the hose from winding around.
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Vacuum Cleaner

(For Vacuum Cleaner)

Other manufacturers

Hose

Free size
(for other manufactures)

Hose for dust collector (Dia 30-38 mm)

C&Gシリーズはこれからの施工現場のあるべき理想像を先端
The C&G Series is UNIKA's newest product series proposal designed with the objective
of realizing an ideal work site environment for
工具メーカーの立場から、特に「作業者とその周囲の人々に
the future from the standpoint of a manufacturer of advanced tools, particularly by developing
products that provide a “clean and
清潔で快適な環境」を提供する製品を開発する事により実現
comfortable environment for workers and the people around them.”
していこうという、ユニカの新提案商品シリーズです。

Easy installation of anchor bolts.
With the rapidly increased demand for anchor bolt installations, improvement in operating efficiency is realized by simplifying
processes to clean shavings in holes (blowing - brushing - blowing). In addition, the system prevents the deterioration of anchor
adhesiveness due to the omission of cleaning inside holes.

Conventional Method (Sealed Capsule Type)

①Drill preparation
hole.

②Blow the hole to
clear shavings.

③Brush the hole to
dislodge shaving.
Brush the
shavings off.

④Blow the hole to
clear shavings.

⑤Position anchor.

⑥Insert the
anchor using
an electric
hammer drill.

⑦Solidify resin
completely.

②Position anchor.

③Insert the
anchor using
an electric
hammer drill.

④Solidify resin
completely.

With Q bit UX
Concurrently cleans hole with vacuum action.

①Drill preparation
hole.

* Our adhesive HC type anchor (Hammered-in type) allow an even easier
installation process. The rod being inserted need not be slashed at the tip.
Also, only a regular hammer need by used, not an electric hammer drill. For
the details, please contact Unika.

Upward work
on a ceiling.

Drill work in
doors.

It elimates particals
from falling in one’s
eyes and face.

The indoor work
protection against
dust is also
unnecessary.
Clearing up is also
unnecessary.

C&G

Q bits plays an active part in all enclosed work locations that can become dusty.
Closed in
places like
tunnel etc.
Work environment in
closed in places,
such as the interior of
a tunnel, improves
remarkably.

Shavings collecting mechanism

Generated dust will be collected directly into the vacuum port at the top of the Q bit during drilling.
The drilled concrete dust will be collected via the hollow drill bit body and through the attached
vacuum hose.

（→）Shavings Flow

Top Figure
The vacuum hose from adapter to hose
holder should be in a shape that makes a
half circle loop, so that
stable and constant
vacuum collection can
be obtained.

Q Adaptor

Hose Holder
(below)
Electric Tool

Hose

To the Vacuum Cleaner
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C&G
Shavings
Collection System
With the aid of a high efficient vacuum collecting system
with low drag, almost all of the generated dust and shavings
can be vacuum extracted.
By the aid of newly designed holes and
cross shaped tips, vacuum extraction has
become more efficient.
Adopting the new Q adapter with a spring
enables it to be detached easily.

Applicable Electric Tool Rotary Hammer Drill (SDS-plus)
Overall Length
Dia
Effective Length

10 mm

QSX Type (SDS shank)
Diameter

Code

(mm)

STEEL DECK PLATE + CONCRETE
BLOCK / BRICK
MORTAR

Q adaptor set (For SDS shank)

Overall
Length

Effective
Length

(mm)

(mm)

Code

Set Contents

O ring

Hose fastening plate

C&G

Hose holder

Q adaptor

Backup ring

Socket (for vacuum cleaner)
Code

Precautions on use

Available
Manufacturers

HITACHI
MAKITA

This product is only for the dry type. This product cannot be used in water or in
highly damp places.
Turn on the vacuum cleaner before you start the drilling.

Free size

Hose (of UNIKA make)

Hose Holder
Code

Application

Code

Outer dia: 16 mm x Inner dia: 10 mm

Hose
Length
(mm)

Holder which prevents rotation of the hose

New Q adapter mechanism (QSX type) for detaching
Adopting a new Q adapter with a spring enables an O ring to be detached easily
when necessary.

Spring

O ring

Dust collecting vacuum port and cross tip
The Q Bit can vacuum up concrete dust powerfully right after drilling in concrete and
the cross design of the tips can make holes close to a perfectly round circle.

Intake Hole
Main
Cutter

Q adaptor
Q-ADP-S
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Sub
Cutter

C&G
Shavings
Collection System
With the aid of a high efficient vacuum collecting system
with low drag, almost all of the generated dust and shavings
can be vacuum extracted.
By the aid of newly designed holes and
cross shaped tips, vacuum extraction has
become more efficient.
Even if the drill hits a rebar, the bit won't
be stuck because of the cross shaped tips.
Smooth drilling can be obtained by less tipend wear, and it drills around the rebar.

Applicable Electric Tool Hammer Drill
Overall Length

CONCRETE
BLOCK / BRICK

Dia
Effective Length

13 mm

QHX Type (HEX shank)
Code

Diameter
(mm)

STONE
MORTAR

Q adaptor set (For HEX/SDS-max shank)

Overall
Length

Effective
Length

(mm)

(mm)

Code

Set Contents

O ring

Hose fastening plate

C&G

Hose holder

Q adaptor

Backup ring

Socket (for vacuum cleaner)
QHX Type Long (HEX shank)
Code

Diameter
(mm)

Overall
Length

Effective
Length

(mm)

(mm)

Code

Available
Manufacturers

HITACHI
MAKITA

Free size

Hose (of UNIKA make)
Code

Hose Holder

Outer dia: 16 mm x Inner dia: 10 mm

Hose
Length
(mm)

Code

Application

Holder which prevents rotation of the hose

Shavings collection system
Right after drilling in concrete material by the Q-bit,
the generated dust and shavings can be extracted
through an entry port at the top of the Q-bit, collected
via the hollow body of the drill bit and through an
attached hose to the vacuum collector.
The excellent collecting system of the Q-bit makes it
possible to collect almost all of the dust and shavings
at the top by using this collecting devise.
Operators can be freed from a poor working
environment or be covered with dust when working on
a ceiling overhead.

Q bit

Conventional Product
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C&G
Shavings
Collection System
With the aid of a high efficient vacuum collecting system
with low drag, almost all of the generated dust and shavings
can be vacuum extracted.
By the aid of newly designed holes and
cross shaped tips, vacuum extraction has
become more efficient.
Even if the drill hits a rebar, the bit won't
be stuck because of the cross shaped tips.
Smooth drilling can be obtained by less tipend wear, and it drills around the rebar.

Applicable Electric Tool SDS-max Hammer Drill
Overall Length
Dia
Effective Length

18 mm

QMX Type (SDS-max shank)
Code

Diameter
(mm)

CONCRETE
BLOCK / BRICK

STONE
MORTAR

Q adaptor set (For HEX/SDS-max shank)

Overall
Length

Effective
Length

(mm)

(mm)

Code

Set Contents

O ring

Hose fastening plate

QMX Type Long (SDS-max shank)
Diameter

C&G

Code

(mm)

Overall
Length

Effective
Length

(mm)

(mm)

Hose holder

Q adaptor

Backup ring

Socket (for vacuum cleaner)
Precautions on use

Code

This product is only for the dry type. This product cannot be used in water or in
highly damp places.

Available
Manufacturers

HITACHI
MAKITA

Turn on the vacuum cleaner before you start the drilling.
Free size

Hose (of UNIKA make)

Hose Holder
Code

Application

Outer dia: 16 mm x Inner dia: 10 mm

Hose
Length

Code

(mm)

Holder which prevents rotation of the hose

New Q adapter mechanism (QHX/QMX type) for detaching
Removing the O-Ring has become very easy. Just insert a minus screw driver or
similar shaped object into the groove prior to detaching the Q-Adapter.

Flat head screwdriver

Q adaptor
Q-ADP-L1
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O ring
Removal slot

Improvement in reinforced steel resistance performance
Stable drilling ability is maintained because cross blades seize less even when they
contact reinforced steel and there is less friction between the cutting edge and outer
diameter in comparison with the conventional product (one blade).

Q bit

Conventional Product

UNIKA CO., LTD.
2-10-6, IWAMOTO-CHO, CHIYODA-KU, TOKYO 101-0032 JAPAN
Tel: +81-3-3864-3321 Fax: +81-3-3864-7746
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